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BOYLE'S LAW 

DEFINITION: If the temperature is kept constant, the volume of the 
gas will vary inversely as the absolute pressuire, while the density 
will vary directly as the absolute pressure. 

FORMULA: Pl x VI= P2 x V2 
P = pressure in atmospheres absolute 
V = volume 

We use air and water. Carefully consider that air is compressible 
and water is not. On this fact is based the Gas Laws of diving, 

With Boyle's Law we consider the smaller volumes to which a given 
quantity of air is compressed as pressure is increased around that 
air. 

For example ·let us assume that you are in a.boat, you have a toy balloon 
and that you blow air into it until it is of six litres volume, surround
ing atr pressure js 1 ATA. Then suppose you t,ake that balloon on a 
dive to 10 m (33 feet) where the surrounding pressure is 2 ATA. You 
will find that because the surrounding pressure doubles, your balloon 
compresses to half volume, three litres, even though no air escapes. 
The volume decreases and the density of the ai1r increases, all Re. 
Boyle's Law. 

With Boyle's Law we also consider the larger volumes to which a given 
quantity of air expands as the surrounding pri�ssure is decreased. 

For example when, in the dive we considered, you rise to the surface 
of the sea. Your balloon expands as the pressure decreases, until 
at the surface, 1 ATA, the balloon would again assume the volume of 
six litres. Your lungs do this in a breath-hold dive. 

With Boyle's Law we also consider the amounts of air, shall we say 
the volumes or masses of air, we can pump into a container, for example 
we can pump a lot of air into a motor car tyre,, and a lot more into 
a scuba cylinder, because air is compressible. 

We also consider how much air we can get out of the scuba cylinder 
to breath at various depths. A few examples will clarify these 
matters. 
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Treatment: 

a) bring diver to surface.

b) place in drainage position; try to clear blood from mouth.

c) give artificial respiration if not breathing.

d) any other normal first aid.

Face Squeeze: 

This is brought about by using the old type goggles or failing 
to equalise. the pressure in a face maslk (by letting air into 
the mask through the nose) while descending. If the squeeze 
is allowed to develop too far it can result in blood vessels 
in the face breaking, or, if carried to extremes, the eyes 
would be forced into the mask. This last, rather drastic 
mishap is unlikely to happen as pain will usually warn the 
diver far in advance of its occurence. 

























a;> CESSATION BREATHING 
DEATH 
BEFORE DIVE: 
CHECK & RECHECK 
EQUIPMENT & AIR 
DURING DIVE: 

.!>,.. CHECK GUAGES, 
(l:) RESERVE. 

� {5 FIRST SIGN SOME-
!::2 .:,,. WRONG. SIGNAL ,._ ...... 

c:::, BUDDY ANO 't' 

SURFACE. THEN 
INFLATE VEST. 

SEE DIVER HAS 
AIR HIS OR 

c:::, 
YOURS. 
BUDDY BREATHE IN 
NEC. ,._ 

� Q::: 
GET TO SURFACE. 

� !:5 FRESH AIR DIVER 
<._j RECOVER IF NOT 
tJ BREATHING ABC &Q::: 

RESCUE PROCEDURE. 
Q:J IF NEC. CALL 

MEDICAL AID. 

RADIO OR 
TELEPHONE 

-.J FOR AMBULANCE ;:s OR HELICOPTER 
� 
� TELEPHONE 

c:::, 000 OR 013
...... TO ALERT � RESCUE 

ORGANIZATION 

STOP. REST 
VENTILATE 

DITTO 

DITTO 
(Breathing 
Usually continues) 

DITTO 

e Know limitations Do not hyperventilat 
at all. 
Surface iITT11ediately 
urged to breathe. 
Fight back 
On surface inflate 
vest. --

DITTO 
Anoxia/Hypoxia 

DITTO 

and stay within 
them. 
Resist Panic. 
Float Breatne. 
On Surface inflate 
vest. --

DITTO 
Anox i a/Hypoxia 
Encourage coughing 
to being up water/ 
lungs. 

DITTO 

Stop arterial bleed-
ing ligature eoison 
bites. lie down. legs 
.!!Q.. 
Comfort se 1 f 
knowing help will 
come. 

Stop arterial bleed-
ing. Ligature 
poisonous bite. give 
C:C. & attention. 
Truth only. 

Recovery position, or 
If lacks blood put on 
back & legs up. 
Nothing by mouth. No 
alcohol. 

DITTO 

If feel attack com-
ing on get out of 
water. Signal for 
�-

DITTO 
Anoxia/Hypoxia 

DITTO 
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